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Winter storm pounds Denver, dumps record
snow levels in Wyoming; 2,000 ﬂights
canceled; tornadoes, baseball-size hail hit…

By Michael Erman

USA TODAY

(Reuters) - Pﬁzer Inc and BioNTech SE said on
Wednesday that real-world data from Israel
suggests that their COVID-19 vaccine is 94%
eﬀective in preventing asymptomatic infections,
meaning the vaccine could signiﬁcantly reduce
transmission.
The companies also said the latest analysis of the
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Israeli data shows the vaccine was 97% eﬀective in
preventing symptomatic disease, severe disease
and death. That is basically in line with the 95%
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The analysis also shows real-world evidence of the

Mail

vaccine's eﬀectiveness against a highly infectious
variant of COVID-19 ﬁrst discovered in Britain,
known as B.1.1.7. More than 80% of the tested
specimens when the analysis was conducted were
variant B.1.1.7.

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry’s $14m
home was breached twice by a trespasser
over Christmas, report says
The Independent

There was only a limited number of infections in
Israel caused by the so-called South African
variant - known as B.1.351 - so they were not able
to evaluate vaccine eﬀectiveness against this
variant.
Israel is leading the world in its vaccination roll
out, due in part to an agreement to share data

AstraZeneca ﬁnds no evidence of increased
blood clot risk from vaccine
Reuters

with Pﬁzer and BioNTech. As of Wednesday,
around 55% of its 9 million population had been
given at least one dose of the Pﬁzer/BioNTech
COVID-19 vaccine, according to Health Ministry
data, and 43% have received both doses.
According to the analysis, unvaccinated
individuals were 44 times more likely to develop
symptomatic COVID-19 and 29 times more likely

Winter storm closes roads in Wyoming,
Colorado, Nebraska
Associated Press

to die from COVID-19 than those who had
received the vaccine.
The data, collected between Jan. 17 and March 6,
has not yet been peer reviewed.
Israel's Health Ministry previously found the
Pﬁzer vaccine developed with Germany's
BioNTech reduces infection, including in
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asymptomatic cases, by 89.4% and in
symptomatic cases by 93.7%. That was in data
collected between Jan. 17 and Feb. 6 .
(Reporting by Michael Erman; Editing by Toby
Chopra, Alexandra Hudson)
The 5 best Amazon deals you can get this
Friday
USA TODAY

Our goal is to create a safe and engaging place for users to connect over interests and passions. In order
to improve our community experience, we are temporarily suspending article commenting.
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Winter storm pounds Denver, dumps record snow
levels in Wyoming; 2,000 ﬂights canceled;
d Colorado,
b
b
ll i h
hi Twere being blasted
Parts of
Wyoming
andil Utah
with up to 4 feet of snow, while Texas was in recovery mode
from tornadoes and hail.

Police arrest biggest cocaine gang in Madrid

23m ago

Reuters Videos

The Independent

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry’s $14m home was
breached twice by a trespasser over Christmas,
Ohio man allegedly trespassed on the property on 24 and 26
December
2h ago
Publicité • Renault

Découvrez Nouveau CAPTUR Plug-In-Hybrid
Nouveau CAPTUR Plug-In-Hybrid. Conﬁguration entièrement
personnalisable et conscience entièrement tranquille grâce
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Frustrated Fauci urges Trump to tell
Republicans to get vaccinated
The Independent

Reuters

AstraZeneca ﬁnds no evidence of increased blood
clot risk from vaccine
The review covered more than 17 million people vaccinated
in the European Union and United Kingdom. "A careful
review of all available safety data of more than 17 million…
2h ago
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Associated Press

Winter storm closes roads in Wyoming, Colorado,
Nebraska
The National Weather Service in Wyoming called it a
“historic and crippling” winter storm that would cause
extremely dangerous to impossible travel conditions throu…

Crumbling infrastructure leaves water
buckets, boil water notices, as a way of life
for some in Mississippi's capital
USA TODAY

2h ago
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The 5 best Amazon deals you can get this Friday

Trump claims he could be cancelled ‘like
Piers’ if he comments on Meghan interview,

The best Amazon deals to shop this Friday include a pair of
Bose headphones, two zero gravity patio chairs, an
attractive compost bin and more—details.

but says she’s ‘no good’
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lot more transparent than the other - here's…
Business Insider
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Reuters Videos

Police arrest biggest cocaine gang in Madrid
A red Ferrari, 600 kg of cocaine, and an arsenal of weapons
including a Japanese sword were seized from members of
the largest drug gang in Madrid, police said on Sunday…
4h ago

The Independent

Frustrated Fauci urges Trump to tell Republicans to get vaccinated
An increasingly frustrated Dr Anthony Fauci expressed his
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The Independent

Trump claims he could be cancelled ‘like Piers’ if he
comments on Meghan interview, but says she’s ‘no
d’she’s no good. I said that and now everybody’s seeing
‘Yeah,
it,’ Mr Trump says
6h ago

Business Insider

I ﬂew on Boeing 737 Max aircraft from United and
American and found one airline to be a lot more
h in hthe USh to ﬂyh the 'Max
h again
h and
2 took
They were the ﬁrst
diﬀerent approaches when it came to informing ﬂyers they
were booked on the infamous jet.
8h ago

The Telegraph

'Rally the troops' to march on Parliament, says Sarah
Everard activist pinned to ﬂoor by police
A woman who was pinned down and arrested by police at
the Sarah Everard protest has called on activists to “rally the
troops” for a larger demonstration outside Parliament on…
9h ago
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Charlotte Observer

Charlotte Hornets’ Devonte Graham understands
griping isn’t in the job description
Graham’s move to the bench isn’t upsetting, it’s just
diﬀerent, with LaMelo Ball ascending
10h ago

Miami Herald

A crushing hit, a lineup change and another
comeback: Panthers win again to move into 1st
The Florida Panthers were searching for something —
anything — to push through one of their becoming-toofrequent ﬁrst half doldrums Saturday. The Chicago…
18h ago
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Sharon Osbourne says CBS 'blindsided' her with
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Sharon Osbourne told Variety that showrunners on "The
Talk" told her the orders to talk about Piers Morgan "came
from executives."
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Reuters

Merkel's CDU suﬀers record setback in state
elections
Germany's Christian Democrats slumped to record defeats in
two regional votes on Sunday after a muddled coronavirus
response, dealing a setback to the party which faces federa…
21h ago

Axios

Wealthy people are jumping the line for COVID-19
vaccines
America's wealthiest are ﬁnding ways to access the vaccine
ahead of those who qualify for it. Why it matters: The
pandemic has already widened existing health inequities an…
1d ago

Business Insider

Mitch McConnell has been accused of making 'silly'
and 'cynical' remarks about Democrats, who he said
i MinoritykLeader
disaid
f lastiweek
l saidﬀDemocrats
The Senate
were trying to take credit for an economic recovery that
began under President Trump. His remarks have been…
8h ago
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Le nouveau mode de travail est souvent eﬃcace.
Que retient Johan Thijs, CEO chez KBC, de son parcours
digital de l'année écoulée? Lisez la suite

BBC

Bolivia: Ex-interim President Jeanine Áñez arrested
over 'coup'
Prosecutors say Jeanine Áñez took part in a coup against
leader Evo Morales in 2019.
1d ago

Reuters

Italy aims to vaccinate at least 80% of population by
end of September
Italy said on Saturday it aimed to vaccinate at least 80% of
its population by the end of September, following criticism
about the slow pace of the rollout of a coronavirus…
1d ago

Associated Press

J-Rod continues: Lopez, Rodriguez say they're still
together
J-Lo and A-Rod are still J-Rod. Jennifer Lopez and Alex
Rodriguez said Saturday that reports of their split are
inaccurate, and they are working things through. A day…
1d ago
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